VYPA Corporation Acquires HEXA2.
Fort Lauderdale, Florida (PRWEB) April 12, 2013,
VYPA Corporation announced the execution of definitive share exchange agreement acquiring
privately held HEXA-2 Corporation in an all-stock transaction.
“VYPA Corporation and subsidiaries perceive HEXA2 with a tremendous growth opportunity in
the UC market. It is a great addition to our globally licensed iSocialTV. HEXA2 as a secured telepresent unified communications (UC) is ideal operating platform serving small, medium and
enterprises who wish to add the interactive elements into their social media services.” said M.
Vijjay, CEO of VYPA USA. “As VYPA and subsidiaries have opened expansive new market
opportunities in Europe, Malaysia and India, HEXA2 is the ideal add-on foundation granting
VYPA with the ready-to-market platforms serving international SME clients worldwide.” he
continued.
The combined companies are set to complete 1:2 share exchange (One VYPA = Two HEXA2)
under the executed terms of definitive agreement. Serving a multi-billion market UC and Social
Media market opportunity through adding HEXA2 platform, with iSocialTV we virtually form a
helix of interactivity both for consumers and SME businesses. VYPA Interactive Digital Social
Media Broadcast and HEXA2 telepresence virtual venues will become the source of rev-share
serving international markets in Europe, South and South East Asia.
About HEXA-2 CORPORATION
Think of HEXA-2 ® as a Live Interactive Social Media Platform integrated with tele-presence
providing many-to-many interactive video, VoIP, Instant Text, Twitter, Facebook, connected to
300+ social media sites, Content Manager, Conversion Server and more offering Virtual Rooms
for consumers and SMB. With its 1Click entry (No download, plug-in or installs), the company
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has built an all-in-one interactive digital media platforms for its global clients. In strategic
partnership with NetStairs, from its inception, they combined science, art and technology into a
platform founded on intelligent media delivery algorithms with a focus on interactive, live, on
demand, and streaming, protocols. In March 2005, we started with our vision. In 2008, we
started our telepresence vision. In 2012, we made our vision a reality. Today, the company
offers a wide array of Tele-presence workflow solutions for Enterprises and IT companies.
HEXA2 platform is also connects to 105,000 servers in 1900 data centers in 87 countries. For
more detail, visit http://hexa2.com

ABOUT VYPA CORP™.
VYPA Corp™ is the supplier of iSocialTV™ Global Initiative. The company provides its interactive
social media broadcast services powered by its strategic investment partners per country
forming its Multi System Operator (MSO) grid through Authorized System Operators (SO)
alliance with licensing and revenue share partnership. VYPA and its strategic alliance acquire
and / or build backbone digital media infrastructures and platforms through iSocialTV global
brand.
iSocialTV™ is the next generation of interactive social media broadcast that integrates many
popular functionalities into one seamless interactive broadcast virtual venue. Founded on
proprietary intelligent media algorithms developed by its strategic investment partner,
NetStairs.com, VYPA Corp seeks MSO as its global distribution strategic subsidiary through
country centric grids serving “origin” GEO IP distribution medium connected to world’s largest
CDN cloud comprised of 105,000 servers, 1,900 data centers located in 87 countries. Currently,
VYPA has offices in Malaysia, India, Holland and the U.S.
VYPA vide its technology collaboration licenses with NetStairs provides blue-chip stock
enterprises, telecom operators, mobile service providers, cable and DTH companies, data
centers, ISP’s (Internet Service Providers), global brands, ad agencies, content producers and TV
broadcasters with interactive managed hosted services.
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Safe Harbor Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995: The statements which are not
historical facts contained in this press release are forward looking statements that involve certain risks and
uncertainties including but not limited to risks associated with the uncertainty of future financial results, additional
financing requirements, development of new products, government approval processes, the impact of competitive
products or pricing, technological changes, the effect of economic conditions and other uncertainties detailed in
the Company's filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
VYPA Corporation.
Investor Relations
Contact: M.Vijjay
inquiry@vypacorp.com
888-355-1476
VYPA Corporation’s iSocialTV is service marks. All other names are registered trademarks of their respective companies.
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